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The enigma of a country isolated primary goal of visitors in Albania
Albania a new tourist destination

CHICAGO, 02.08.2015, 23:23 Time

USPA NEWS - Albania today visitors every day and not added to the prices offered there, but more for the unknown that awaits there
low . Very favorable climate , organic food and facilitate communication , almost the majority of the population speak Italian and
English

Albania today visitors every day and not added to the prices offered there, but more for the unknown that awaits there low . Very
favorable climate , organic food and facilitate communication , almost the majority of the population speak Italian and English at an
early age and educated in the country recently , makes attractive this time to look back from OZ . Various recommendations of tourist
agency destination country have increased the flow of foreign tourists this summer . Traditionally composed of patriotic tourism and
Kosovo Albanian living in the Diaspora abroad , in the number of visitors to Albania . very high temperatures have led to the
interruption sometimes water or energy , a phenomenon that is increasingly oriented .

Safety and security is greatly , and the police presence is seen everywhere in the streets. A new innovation brought to the mobile
company promoting 4 G network recently through coastal areas . visitors already opportunities to rest or visit the ancient center with
antiques that are coastal centers Butrint saranda , Seman with Apollonia , durresi or vlora . The government apparently has seriously
entered the history opening presentation 50 -year communist regime in Albania , turning in museums and centers visited by foreign
tourists but also local that only those have heard this story only in the book . Recently Sazan Island is open for guests to visit the
military island that has remained closed as before and after the 90 years .

Along coastal tourism , Albania is on track with mountain tourism. Refraction climate and terrain , with high mountains and steep to
descend into the sea has increased the interest of visitors to these areas . Llogara in Vlora , in Sarande hazel eye , in cold water or
permet tepelene , Thethit and valbona north are points that today no place without booking before you go . An incident is recorded in
the highlands where a local Dukagjin has killed to two young men robbed hug you stay in this mountain tourist spots . police already is
present with permanent post and these stories belong only to the past. The main currencies freely use dollars or euros , English and
Albanian hospitality to foreigners , adding the number of visitors to Albania 
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